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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS  
MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE 
June 2013 
 

INTENT 
The intent of this process was to facilitate stakeholder and community participation in the 
design of the expansion to the Maples Community Centre in Winnipeg, Manitoba.  It was 
an opportunity for stakeholders and community members to discuss the hopes, dreams 
and preferences for the new facility. It was an opportunity for us as the designers to hear 
your opinions first hand and to incorporate this information into the conceptual design of 
the expanded facility. 

BACKGROUND 

The Architects met with the Maples Recreation Association Inc. (MRAI) group and 
identified a series of specific issues that were felt to be important to discuss as a larger 
group. Each one of the issues was organized onto one Worksheet in the attached 
booklet. Each issue was identified at the top of the page with four boxes that illustrated 
possible Options or Alternatives to select for each question. 

PROCESS 

In order to discuss the Worksheets creatively, we divided the large group into smaller 
table groups. In each group, there was a facilitator who had reviewed the Worksheets 
with the Architect. The facilitator was responsible for introducing the material, for 
initiating discussion and for recording individual and group comments. Each group was 
asked to spend approximately three to four minutes per page. Consensus was not a 
requirement. Throughout the discussion on each item, we asked each group facilitator to 
record preferences for each Option and any significant comments. It was noted that it 
was possible for an individual or the group to vote for more than one Option. At the end 
of the evening, we had each group post their options up on the wall as an overview of 
their preferences. 

NEXT STEPS 

Once the Collective Design Process was completed, the booklets were returned to the 
Architects. The information was then tabulated and compiled into a composite booklet. A 
series of “Patterns”, or qualitative design parameters was prepared that illustrates the 
collective preferences of the group and will be returned to MRAI for review and 
confirmation. Once this document has been confirmed, it will be used as the basis for 
the Architects to begin the design of the expanded Maples Community Centre. 
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Collective Design Process  
MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTER 
Winnipeg, Manitoba; June 18th, 2013 

 
Summary of Completed Process 
On Tuesday, June 18th, 2013, the board of the Maples Community Center and Prairie Architects 
organized a public meeting for citizens of the Maples / Amber Trails area to discuss future plans and 
possibilities for the development of a new community center for the Maples community. Approximately 110 
persons attended the evening Collective Design Process (CDP) to work with facilitators to discuss the 
workbooks prepared for the event. The participants met in 8 table groups of approximately 10-14 persons, 
each with a facilitator, to work through the CDP as prepared by the Architect.  
 
The table groups discussed the issues on 21 worksheets in the CDP booklets and the facilitators wrote 
down comments as well as areas of consensus and divergence. In addition, each group prepared a 
comprehensive site plan of their ideas and their plans where displayed for review and comment by all 
participants. The following is an overall summary of the impressions from these survey results: 
 

 DESIGN DIRECTIONS 

 
 

1:  Core Values: (WS 0) The participants identified a range of core 
values for the overall design of the new community center. The 
primary values expressed centered around a welcoming, 
multicultural, environmentally sustainable and inclusive building 
design. The participants also placed value on a space that would 
promote healthy living, culture and sport, as well as be open to all 
members of the community.  
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2:  Best Location of the new Community Center: (WS 1, Site 
plans) Almost all groups preferred the community center to be 
connected to the existing building(s) on the site, to reuse some of 
the existing structures and reduce cost. Most of the groups did state 
that it is important to leave the existing walking paths to the current 
fields. These walking paths are located South of the existing 
multiplex and existing community center.  
 
 All but one adult group placed the new community center between 
the existing maples recreation association rink and the existing 
multipurpose room. This location situates the building centrally to the 
site, and creates a connection corridor between the existing 
buildings.  
 

 

3:  Best option for vehicle Access and Parking: (WS 2, WS 3, 
Site plans) Most groups preferred that the existing parking remain 
with no additional capacity to be added. Also, there was consensus 
that parking and drop-off needed to be separated from playground 
areas and sports fields to ensure safety for children. 
For vehicular access, it was agreed that Adsum Drive was the best 
access; for walking and riding bikes, the existing paths were 
preferred.  
 
Two thirds of the groups did prefer that the existing parking lots 
would be expanded, as they believe there is not enough parking in 
the winter, as well as during the day at the community center. These 
groups of people also believe that with a growing community center 
they would need more parking spaces. These participants placed 
the new parking North of the existing multiplex. 

 

 
 

4:  Best option to reduce parking on site: (WS 4) Most groups 
preferred the addition of secure bike storage on site to help reduce 
on site parking. The participants stated that most people use bikes 
during the warmer months and would prefer secure / permanent 
storage for their bikes. Groups also noted that public transport, and 
a drop off loop in close proximity to the building would help reduce 
parking on site. 
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5:  Best ways to connect to the community: (WS 5) All groups 
agreed that the best way to connect to the community is by adding 
walking and bike routes. The participant groups stated that most 
seniors and children walk to the community center. The groups 
noted they would like if the walking paths and bike routes had more 
lighting, and were cleared during the winter months. Added safety 
measures would help the paths to be used even more.  
 
6:  Amenity Space (WS 7, WS 8, WS 9) In terms of the existing 
amenity space (WS 7), the gymnasium was noted as an important 
space in terms of providing rental space, but it was noted that it is 
too small, it has extremely poor air quality and requires areas for 
spectators / viewing. The Kitchen area was noted as important for 
rental and use during Folklorama, as well as the potential for 
cooking classes. The playground was noted as being used year-
round. The multiplex was noted as the most well used (rentable) 
space at the Community Centre.   
 
All groups agreed that a space for adults / seniors programming is 
very much needed. Most groups noted that seniors need a space 
that would allow for multiple activities, such as exercise, games, 
bingo, cultural functions and educational training. Some of the 
groups noted they would prefer if the space could be divided to 
permit each gender to have their own space.  
 
Additionally, the groups noted that an expanded multiplex with 
spectator seating, a fitness center and a multi-purpose hall are very 
important to the community, and should be addressed in the new 
facility. An expanded multiplex with a canteen would mean the arena 
could be used for tournaments, and could be a money generator for 
the community center.  The current multi-purpose space needs to be 
renovated, and should be updated for rental, used for Folklorama 
events and cultural ceremonies. 
 
The groups also stated that a daycare would very much be needed 
and could potentially be used by the community after hours. The 
indoor soccer field and full sized gymnasium also received positive 
comments, as the groups believed they would be used quite a bit 
and would perform best if they were multifunctional.  
 
7:  Sustainability (WS 11) All groups agreed that durable materials 
and energy efficiency were of most importance to the community 
center. Materials with a long-life expectancy, and that will stand up 
against vandalism. Energy efficiency believed that it would save the 
community money over time.  
 
Furthermore, the groups noted that water conservation and low 
VOC/ healthy materials were also of importance to the community. 
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7:  Space organization (WS 12) All groups agreed that a central 
core would be the best option for the community center. The groups 
believed this would allow for easy access, and a central gathering 
hub for the center. The preferences also focused on incorporating a 
view and / or access to the exterior. 
 
 
 
8:  Exterior Form and Image (WS 14, WS 15, WS 16)  
A majority of the table groups selected buildings with texture, sloping 
roofs, angles and an abundance of natural daylight. In terms of 
exterior image, there was a strong tendency toward contemporary 
and fresh-looking buildings with lots of glass.  
 
Many of the participants liked buildings with natural exterior 
materials such as stone, wood and brick to complement the glass 
windows.  
 
Additionally, some of the groups selected an option that had a very 
modern linear building with a flat roof, large windows and lots of 
exterior lighting.  The groups noted that they believed the buildings 
looked inviting and safe.  
 
All groups seem to prefer options that had well-lit exterior spaces, 
and numerous windows to allow for natural lighting into the interior 
spaces. 
 
Furthermore, all groups agreed that the Sturgeon Heights 
Community Centre was an appropriate precedent for the Maples 
community center. Groups noted they enjoyed the warm colors, 
large windows, and lighting. The groups also stated that the 
community center looked safe, which is important to the community. 
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9:  Interior look and feel: (WS 18,19,20)  
Warmth, light and texture seemed to be the dominant themes for the 
definition of interior spaces. The participants noted that they liked 
interior spaces with natural materials and colors that felt warm. The 
groups were also clear they liked an open concept, with high ceiling 
and minimal columns or posts. They felt natural colors and materials 
would last longer over time. However, a few groups also stated that 
enjoyed brighter colors because they were fun, appealing and 
engaged the user.  
 
In most of the examples that the participants liked, there was a 
transparency through the building with light from several sides of the 
building. Two storey volumes and vibrant natural colors were also a 
key feature in preferred spaces. The interior natural materials and 
light support the natural, organic and glass exteriors as mentioned 
above. Some groups felt natural colors paired with brighter colors 
would help to highlight the natural materials.  
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Summary  
 
In conclusion, there appears to be a wide consensus on many elements of the proposed building. In the 
review of the group site plans, it became evident that there was a preference for a two storey, centrally 
located community center that re-uses some of the existing facilities.  
 
There was also a consensus between the groups to leave the existing parking and if more parking is 
needed to extend the parking North of the existing recreation center.  Groups noted public transit close to 
the entrance of the new building as well as drop-off areas would help to reduce parking on the site. 
Walking and bike pathways with better lighting and a permanent, secure bike storage located on site, 
would connect the community and reducing the amount of cars coming to the new community center. 
 
There was consensus on the overall exterior image that centered around glass, warm materials and 
textures and non-institutional contemporary forms. Natural materials, textures and colors were preferred 
inside and out with lots of natural lighting and an overall welcoming and warm feeling. 
 
Sustainable features, including natural daylighting and energy conserving technologies as well as durable 
materials for all interior spaces, was a key element to the participants. In addition, there was an interest in 
ensuring flexibility for multi-use spaces within the community center.  
 
It was evident that the key to the design image was a sustainable, informal, light filled and welcoming 
building that will be a vibrant addition to the Maples community.
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Community Input Session: 
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Prairie Architects Inc. Design Charette: 
 

 
 

 
 

 



COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 0

PRIORITIES: What are the core values for 
the new Maples Community Centre? Comments:
*  We need new Maples Community Centre to be very well *  We like activities to keep us fit and fun  
planned for every age group, especially for kids and seniors for kids.
*  Diversity - for all ages *  Large gym
*  Seniors programs - computer access and education, games, *  Spectator spaces
cards. *  Weight room
*  East Indian community - culture, seniors *  Accessible spaces for people with disabilities
*  Sports, fun games, meeting rooms, basketball, badminton, *  Bathroom/showers
field hockey, cricket, tennis, shuffle board, walking indoor tracks *  Outdoor circuit training
*  Recreation - soccer, hockey, archery, cricket, basketball. *  Conference
*  Fitness - exercise classes; gym *  Canteen
*  Sports - all *  Join facilities
*  Regulation size basketball *  Atrium or common area
*  Year-round sports/entertainment facility *  Water collection and utilization
*  Promote healthy living *  Cricket facility
*  Education - computer centre, nursery school *  Diversity
*  Hobby shop - woodworking, metals, crafts. *  Community building
*  Dance school *  Meeting place
*  Summer programs - day camps *  Music classes
*  Daycare * Community has large cultural groups
*  Hall for celebrations; dances
*  Multi-use; multi-purpose
*  Minimum of two multi-purpose rooms
*  Kitchen - learning skills - need equipment in kitchen
*  Swing set - outdoor play space
*  Need space; durable materials
* Teaching in the kitchen to pass down culture to children
* Possibly re-use the existing gym as multi-purpose and then
add new gym with higher ceilings
* Cultural space/ facility - huge cultural following
* Spaces that can be used for numerous things, plus be able to be
 rented out to make money for the centre.
* Teaching centres for parents and children

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 1

LOCATION: What is the best location for the 
new building(s)? Comments:

Option A: Add on to existing buildings ✔✔

*  Best location because it is in centre; easy to 
reach for everybody.
*  Addition to existing building.
*  Connect to existing community centre
*  Join all buildings
*  New building addition more towards Adsum 
Drive

Option B: New stand-alone building along Adsum Drive * only 1 group preferred this option
*  Waste of money on stand alone building
*  Lots of money put into this building, but not 
update now

Option C: New building connecting the existing facilities ✔✔ *  Best option.
*  Join all buildings
*  Great idea to join but get rid of angles; modify
space
*  Where will additional parking be?
* Preference to still maintain access to the fields 
behind the buildings

Option D:   Other? *  Work with both buildings as is but develop
around new with major improvements
* Is it possible to re-use some of the existing
structures, spaces to reduce cost?

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 2

ACCESS: What is the best way to access the 
Community Centre? Comments:
Option A: From Adsum Drive  ✔✔ *  From Adsum & Jefferson side as well.

*  Driving - Adsum is the best option
*  All 3 options are important; people use all 3

★ *  Most people come from the north part of 
Maples; Adsum is the best entrance
*  Make separate entrance and exits
*  Possibly one way access in and out
*  Controlled
*  Jefferson is too busy;  can we have a loop on
Adsum?  Drop off area?
* Drop off close to new building for seniors/kids

Option B: Walking / riding bike from residential community✔ *  Best option
*  All 3 options are important; people use all 3.
*  Some people walk to community centre.
*  Keep current paths
*  Walking
*  Good way to walk and ride
* Make sure all walking paths are safe (lighting)
* Good bike storage would also help

Option C: By bus ✔ *  Good
*  Good if traveling by bus
*  All 3 options are important; people use all 3.
*  Of course; need all facilities, which existing
community centre already has

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 3

PARKING LOCATION: What is the best 
option for vehicle parking? Comments:
Option A: Existing parking lots to remain (no additional 
capacity) ★ *  Like this option because we prefer to extend

✔✔✔ existing building
*  Existing parking is okay
*  Parking okay
*  Parking close to facility
*  Parking better out towards fields at back
*  Need more parking for daycare; less walking

Option B: Existing parking lots to be expanded ✔✔ *  Perfect option because our community is 
growing and we need more parking lots.
*  Best option because more parking is needed
during the day.
*  No expansion of parking is required
* Need parking cause of the winter

Option C: Existing parking lot expanded closer to fields *  Less parking by fields for safety.
*  Closer to and expand facilities
*  No - or only on the design of the buildings
* Not safe to have parking close to fileds where
children are playing

Option D: Removal of existing parking lot and re-
location elsewhere

* Good if this moves parking closer for daycare, 
less walking; close to building.
*  No - waste of money

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 4

TRANSPORTATION: How can parking be 
reduced on the site? Comments:
Option A:  Drop off close to entry ✔ *  Drop off for sports and daycare.

*  Some seniors are being dropped off by their
kids
*  Drop off area
*  Works great now - should stay but improve
*  Scheduling of games and events is important

Option B:  Priority parking for vans/car pools *  Good point - should have more priority

Option C:  Building close to bus loop *  Take bus instead of parking.
*  Seniors who take the bus like this idea.
*  Not considered an option
*  No
* This is not a concern

Option D:   Secure bike storage
✔✔✔

*  Yes, we need this because in summer most 
people use bikes.  At the moment, there is no 
bike security which causes people to become 
frustrated.

★ *  This idea was liked by those seniors who bike 
to the community centre
*  Good idea
*  Tried this before and there was a lot of 
damage; needs to be more secured, more 
lighting needed
*  City tried; need secure storage
* Would be used if more permanent 

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 5

COMMUNITY CONNECTION: What are the 
best ways to connect  to the community? Comments:

Option A:  Walking and bike routes ✔✔

*  Paths thru the fields to be cleared in winter; 
good lighting.

★ *  Most seniors walk to the community centre
*  Usually walk or bike to community centre
*  Widen and connect walking/biking trails
*  Major access by bikes or walking
*  Need more bike routes
* Make sure paths are safe / lighting/  visable 
lines

Option B: Crosswalk on Adsum Drive ✔ *  Need proper crosswalk
*  Good idea
*  Need 2
*  Traffic lights
*  Would make it safer to walk
*  Don't want it; this is not so important since
more people cross at Jefferson

Option C: Drop off areas ✔ *  Drop off is good, especially for children and
seniors.
*  In winter, need close drop off areas
*  YES
*  Not necessary

Option D:   Other? *  Flyers because everybody is checking their
mail.  If something is happening then please
let the community know; attended this meeting
because flyer was received at home.

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 6

FRONT DOOR: Where should the entrance 
to the new centre be located? Comments:

Option A: From parking lot (same as current condition) ✔✔

*  This is good; this is what we currently have 
because of winter.

★ *  Preference should be to the existing entrance
*  Existing location works well with large atrium
*  Same as current
*  Would like towards Adsum
*  Towards Adsum, facing north
* To save money use existing

Option B:  From new green space ✔ *  Preferred
*  No
* Would be nice, but in winter how would it be 
used?

Option C: From Adsum Drive ✔ *  Best option

Option D:   Other?

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 7

WHAT TO KEEP: What existing amenity 
space is most valued? Comments:
Option A: Kitchen / Canteen ✔ *  Used for rental

*  Women would like kitchen - cooking classes
*  Cooking classes
*  Yes, with washing machine
*  Expand or completely rebuild
*  Not that important
*  Current space is poorly planned; bad layout
* currently kitchen is not set up well, but could 
be reused, and reconfigured.
* Cultural teaching classes to youth
* Kitchen important during Folklorama

Option B: Playground ✔ *  Green space; playground for children.
*  Used all the time.
*  Use the playground a lot; need more swing
sets
*  Well used
*  Yes - should accomodate more space
*  Good but requires a splash pad and city pays
for water
* yes, currently gets used quite a bit, kids hang
 out there.
* increase the size of the space.

Option C: Gym ✔ *  Most important - need bleachers
*  Used for rental; used for bingo; brings in 
money
*  Gym and Yoga as well as exercise machines
*  Yes
*  Multi-purpose
*  Too small
* Ceiling too low
* Currently used as a multi use space
* Extremely poor air quality

Option D:   Multi-plex (indoor rink) ✔✔✔ *  Used most; money makes more money.

★ *  Use ice rink regularly
*  Good space
*  To be competitive needs two rinks
*  Larger lobby
*  Canteen poorly located and planned
*  Would be nice to have more seating space
* If they didn’t have this at the centre wouldn’t 
make money.
* Brings in the most money/ best for rental

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 8

WHAT TO ADD: What additional amenity 
space is desired? Comments:

Option A:  Space for Adult / Seniors programming ✔✔

*  Yes; all seniors need some space for fun & 
games, especially during the winter.

★ *  We prefer more seniors activities, exercise, 
playing cards, yoga, relaxing
*  Seniors training and bingo facilities required
*  Yes; exercise room
*  Very much needed
*  Need more space
*  Partner with food concessions
* Sewing, training, and bingo facilities required
* Women and Men separate spaces / or space
that could be seperated
* Lots of seniors involved with center

Option B:  Day Care ✔✔ *  Needed very much
*  Would like daycare
*  Good idea - should be able to use after hours
*  Nursery program - need a bigger one
*  Part of community centre
*  It should be there because if husband/wife are
working, grandparents can look after
*  What are the requirements?
* It should be there because of working parents 
*Also grandparents can work there as well

Option C:  Indoor soccer pitch ✔ *  Very much needed year-round
*  Would be nice
*  Sure, no doubt it would be used
*  Lots of space for indoor soccer
*  Yes, cricket too
* Multi-use space that could be rented out or
used for other activites as well.

Option D: Full sized gymnasium (regulation basketball 
court) ✔ *  Yes, for rental; existing gym for multi-purpose

*  Absolutely; possibly two with seating
*  Absolutely - required
*  Definite
*  Little space
* Multi function used for more then just a gym  
as well

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 9

WHAT TO ADD: What additional amenity 
space is desired? (continued…) Comments:
Option E: Space for Fitness ✔ *  Yes

*  Aerobics
*  Fitness centre for kids and seniors
*  Some seniors exercise
*  Gym - exercise classes
*  Dancing classes

✔✔ *  Could be used as Rental space

Option F: Expanded Playground ✔ *  Yes
*  Expand structure; add swings
*  Needs to be larger
*  Needs to appeal to an older crowd
*  Not as important; not enough supervision

Option G: Expanded Multiplex with spectator seating ✔✔✔ *  Yes
*  Need it
*  Space makes money; canteen even better
*  Needs to be larger

★ * Seating needed/ able to use for tournaments 
would be nice 

* Nice canteen space

Option D:   Multi-Purpose Hall ✔✔✔ *  Best option.
*  Best option for rental and Folklorama.
*  For parties, birthdays and other ceremonies
*  Need two
*  A number of rooms with white boards, 
PowerPoint presentation tools.

★ *  A minimum of two multi-purpose rooms is 
required
*  Men's hall; women's hall (separate room for 
ladies)
* Space able to be divided into smaller rooms /
spaces

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 10

COMMUNITY PARTNERS: Are there other 
groups that could be included in the space? Comments:
Option A:  Youth and School and/or  Adult and Senior 
Groups *  Yes

*  Yes - open up to everyone; school using now
*  Yes - Maple Punjabi seniors and East Indian
*  Seniors, youth and children
*  Ethnic groups
*  Folklorama
*  Dance groups
*  Daycare

Option B:  Fitness Groups / Leisure Guide Programming ✔✔ *  Yes

★ *  Yes, could use gym since gyms in area are 
expensive
*  Need fitness group
*  Daytime use for groups; pay for rental
*  Possibly used for leisure guide activites
*  Cultural dance classes

Option C:  Cultural Groups *  Cultural groups on holidays; summers.
*  Very important; Folklorama.
*  Needed in the area

✔ *  Yes - 3/4 of area
*  Large Cultural following at the centre
* Folklorama site, very imporant to community

Option D:   Commercial Groups (coffee) *  Yes
*  Canteens
*  Retail - good
*  Not needed
*  Partnership with Tim Hortons may alienate
opportunities of fundraising with other groups
* Canteen at hockey area would be good
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 11

SUSTAINABILITY: What is most important to 
the life of the centre? Comments:
Option A:  Durable materials ✔✔✔ *  The use of durable materials is a must

*  Yes, with long-life expected
*  Need good materials to last long
*  Last longer is very important
*  Durable materials are important; we don't 
want to make a community centre every year
*  Cost effective
* Material should allow for spray paint to be 
removed easily (anti-grafitti)

Option B:  Energy efficiency ✔✔✔ *  Save money.
*  Would like to save as much as possible
*  Yes - as much as possible
*  Yes
*  Need energy efficiency in every field
* Very important

Option C:  Water conservation ✔ *  Save money.
*  Yes - cost effective
*  Yes
*  Need thru all facility
* Very important to save money

Option D:   Low VOC / healthy materials ✔ *  Yes; important.
*  Yes
* Healthy materials important
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 12

LAYOUT: How should the spaces be  
organized? Comments:
Option A:  Linear * Least preferable if there is no viewing space

Option B:  Central core ✔ *  Best option.

★ *  Central core is good
*  Looks good
*  Easy access
*  Great idea - central hub
*  No hidden corners
*  More likely
*  Should be centralized

Option C:  Viewing place ✔

*  This is preferred; efficient for movement 
about the facility.
*  Blind spots

Option D:   Other
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 13

SAFETY & SECURITY: What are the best 
options to create a secure and safe centre? Comments:
Option A:  Durable materials ✔ *  The use of durable materials is a must

*  Bricks - kids like this
*  Natural materials seem to last longer

Option B:  Community involvement in planning ★ *  Yes
*  Community should be involved in every part
of decision
*  Need programs for more community 
involvement

Option C:  Exterior lighting and visibility ★ *  Very important
*  Good idea
*  More outside lights than what we have now
*  More lighting
*  Open sight lines
* Lighting should be on the ground and cause 
better visablity for people in the area 
* Very important for Safety
* Make sure bike paths and walkways have this

Option D:   Security cameras ✔ *  Very important
*  Public safety is a must
*  More security cameras
*  Interior parking
*  Generally safe
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EXTERIOR FORM 1: Which building types 
do you prefer? Comments:
Option A:  * This option needs more glass / windows

*  Don't like; too cold, closed
*  Boring

Option B: *  Nice and light

Option C:  ✔✔ *  Looks entertaining
*  Brick, a lot of glass; natural light.
*  Good - lots of natural lighting

★

Option D:   ✔✔ *  Safe - not fire hazard; lots of light.
*  Like colors
*  Good - lots of natural lighting

★

MAPLES COMMUNITY CENTRE
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COLLECTIVE DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET 15

EXTERIOR FORM 2: Which building types 
do you prefer? Comments:
Option A:  *  Very colorful

*  No

Option B: ✔✔ *  More modern
*  This look is appealing
*  Like windows
*  Not very fitting for community; looks like 
something to look at, not enter
* Like all the natural lighting

Option C:  ✔ *  Lots of windows; fresh air.
*  Like windows

Option D:   ✔✔ *  Like this building.
*  Looks large; nice night lighting
*  Like windows

★
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ENTRANCE 1: What type is most 
appropriate for the Maples Community 
Centre? Comments:
Option A:  

Option B: 

Option C:  

Option D:   ✔✔✔ *  Well lit; safe
✔✔✔ *  This is appropriate for the community

*  Like the lighting and windows
*  Lights, warm; a lot of glass; accessible doors
*  Yes - by everyone in group

★
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ENTRANCE 2: What type is most 
appropriate for the Maples Community 
Centre? Comments:
Option A:  

Option B: ✔✔✔ *  Lots of space
*  Toss up between Option B and C
*  Yes - by everyone in group
*  Well lit / looks safe

★

Option C:  *  Toss up between Option B and C
* Seems open and inviting

Option D:   
✔
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INTERIOR 1: How should the interior space 
look and feel? Comments:
Option A:  ✔✔ *  Nice space for gathering

★ *  Warn colors; good light.
*  Warmer feeling - but high maintenance
*  Like that it is open, no columns in space
*  Like the canteen area

Option B: *  This is what it should look like

Option C:  ✔ *  Natural woods; welcoming.
*  Tall and soothing

Option D:   *  Like this gym
*  Bright and high ceilings
*  Too much steel
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INTERIOR 2: How should the interior space 
look and feel? Comments:
Option A:  ✔✔✔ *  Open concept; multi-use areas.

#1 *  Important type of space
#1 *  Open with minimal posts

*  Spacious - great idea

★

Option B: *  Like this option
*  Looks great
*  Outdoor soccer is better
* Like that it is 2 storeys with spectator seating

Option C:  *  No

Option D:   
*  Don't like the gym; no spectator space
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COLOUR: What colours are best? Comments:
Option A: Neutral colours ✔✔✔ *  Natural looks last longer.

*  All natural is good
*  More culture neutral
*  A combination of this along with colors
*  Brown and grey

Option B: Colour applied by artwork / equipment *  Fun, appealing, engaging
*  Artwork displayed on walls
*  Light green
*  No

Option C: Colour through natural world outside ✔ *  Natural looks last longer.
*  No

Option D: Bold colour  ✔✔ *  Good for sitting and gathering
*  Fun, appealing, engaging
*  Good
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